
Tuesday 28 APRIL 2020 KIS Grade 5

Subject (and Time to spend on this activity) Learning outcomes MUST DO How will I know I am 
successful?

Can do… (optional)

Numeracy 40  - 50 mins.

1. Watch these 2 clips on volume

2. Practice what you have learnt by 
completing the following 
exercises on IXL 
Grade 5 EE13 -EE18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=jgpwhYLm6uo

How to calculate the volume of a 
rectangular prism.wmv

I am able to find the 
volume of a variety of 3d 
polygons

Need a recap on area? This is for 
you. 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=xCdxURXMdF
Y&t=424s
Need a challenge for 
volume- try circles too… on  
EE 19

Remember to choose one of these card MATH activities EVERY DAY. https://www.weareteachers.com/math-card-games/  

Literacy
30-40 mins
Return to slideshow pages 9 and 10 on types of 
poems. - Tercet and Quatrain

Use shared poetry doc

Write two poems one based upon 
the structure of the Tercet and one 
on the Quatrain. Your poems need 
to be about  something in nature, 
so it could be rain but is also could 
be a rose.

Check that you have followed 
the rules on the poetry 
slldeshow and share with 
your teacher for feedback.

Add at least one poem to 
your anthology which is 
based upon something in 
nature. Remember to 
cite your source

UOI  30 mins. How we organise ourselves. Make a simple poster of 10 rules in your house- take a photo of it- write them large to share on 
Seesaw. Categorise them using a key or colours…. Some may connect to health- some to safety- some to school work and some may be new 
due to covid 19. Who makes the rules in your house? Present this info in an interesting way to share.

LIVE online learning. 5A - Boys only GH TODAY @ 1pm  5B  - Boys only GH TODAY @ 
1pm  

5C - Boys only TODAY @ 
1pm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgpwhYLm6uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgpwhYLm6uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1nWI2b0fT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1nWI2b0fT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCdxURXMdFY&t=424s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCdxURXMdFY&t=424s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCdxURXMdFY&t=424s
https://www.weareteachers.com/math-card-games/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PI68H5RKXiAKTw0cukhqT9Hc17Bzv7f5Lm3SJOyY2Hg/edit#slide=id.g745bdc6b04_0_96

